Volume 92 September 1 9991 policies either for older people or for younger ones with learning disabilities, tempting though this may be. The solution is said to lie in individualized care and service provision and in social integration rather than exclusion. Although some of the principles behind these are indeed general, such as the emphasis on community rather than institutional care, others are quite specific. They include work schemes, meaningful leisure and recreation and specific housing options such as shared housing with built-in staff support. Solutions of this kind are unlikely to succeed without the full participation and involvement of the younger people with dementia. Nor are they likely to succeed without a multidisciplinary approach. How this can be done is the challenge with which the book leaves us. Perhaps a subsequent volume will follow this up.
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Anthea Tinker
Age Concern Institute of Gerontology, King's College London, Cornwall House, Waterloo Road, London SE1 8WA, UK Some other books received Three medical biographies have arrived lately for review in theJRSM. Michael Smithl has written about LS Penrose, the geneticist or rather, not about the geneticist, because Penrose's scientific achievements are not part of his story: those who look here for an account of his work on Down's syndrome, for example, will seek in vain. Some might say this was akin to writing a biography of Nelson without mentioning the Navy; nonetheless, this 56-page portrait of the man and his other passions (including music, chess and puzzles), built on the recollections of friends and acquaintances, yields intriguing material that might otherwise have been lost. It includes a rather touching poem called 'About a man', written and illustrated by Penrose soon after hearing that he had leukaemia. In Hammersmith Marathon2, another 56-page work, Gilbert Thompson describes his own career (mainly in lipidology) against the background of the hospital where he worked off and on from 1963 to 1998. But where are the terrible Hammersmith rows and upheavals that we used to hear about? Professor Thompson looks back with a rosy anecdotal glow. Also, like many medical autobiographers, he seems to shrink from self-revelation. His book will be enjoyed most by Hammersmith alumni, who will turn first to the index. The third work, One Young Man and Total War3, is based on letters written by Robert Barer to his girlfriend and later wife between 1943 and 1945. Here the personality comes through with great strength. Almost straight from medical school Barer was posted to the Guards Armoured Division and saw front-line service; he organized a casualty clearing station beneath Nijmegen bridge and became the first allied officer to enter the Sandbostel concentration camp (full of horrors). He became a noted biophysicist, ending up as professor of human biology and anatomy at Sheffield University; but to family and friends he said almost nothing about his war. The letters are now lodged in the Imperial War Museum. With linking passages by his son and widow (also a doctor), they make a powerful and moving story.
The JRSM has also received the seventeenth edition of
The Merck Manual4. Though seldom cited in articles, this manual is immensely useful to those such as general practitioners (and medical editors) whose activities cover the whole of medicine. The latest, marking the manual's hundredth year, was written with the aid of 21 consultants and 290 contributors. The economy of writing remains exceptional and the coverage has widened to include items such as Gulf War syndrome and prisons. There are no references, but no-one who reads the introductory pages can doubt that the work is evidence-based. With it comes a facsimile of the first edition a slim volume that seems to come from the dark ages.
Robin Fox
Editor, JRSM
